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Abstract
The physical mechanisms of entropy generation in a condenser with high fractions of noncon-
densable gases are examined using control volume, scaling, and boundary layer techniques,
with the aim of defining a criterion for minimum entropy generation rate that is useful in
engineering analyses. This process is particularly relevant in humidification-dehumidification
desalination systems, where minimizing entropy generation per unit water produced is crit-
ical to maximizing system performance. Control volume techniques are first employed, and
shown to be ill-suited to understanding why and how balancing a heat and mass exchanger
minimizes entropy generation. As a result, a more complex, boundary layer model is intro-
duced; the process is modeled by a consideration of the vapor-gas boundary layer alone, as it
is the dominant thermal resistance and, consequently, the largest source of entropy produc-
tion in many practical condensers with high fractions of noncondensable gases. Most previous
studies of condensation have been restricted to a constant wall temperature, but it is shown
here that for high concentrations of noncondensable gases, a varying wall temperature-
obtained from balancing the heat and mass exchanger-greatly reduces total entropy gen-
eration rate. Further, it is found that the diffusion of the condensing vapor through the
vapor-noncondensable mixture boundary layer is the larger and often dominant mechanism
of entropy production in such a condenser. As a result, when seeking to design a unit of de-
sired heat transfer and condensation rates for minimum entropy generation, minimizing the
variance in the driving force associated with diffusion yields a closer approximation to the
minimum overall entropy generation rate than does equipartition of temperature difference.
Finally, a rigorous, and general definition of balancing for any heat and mass exchanger is
discussed.
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Title: Samuel C. Collins Professor
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Nomenclature
Roman Symbols
Bm Mass transfer driving force
O Dimensionless heat capacity, cM/R
c Total molar concentration, kmol/m 3
ci Molar concentration of component i, kmol/m 3
c, Specific heat at constant pressure, J/kg-K
C Capacity rate, W/K
C* Capacity rate ratio
6 Boundary layer thickness, m
9 Binary diffusion coefficient, m 2/s
Dig Multicomponent diffusion coefficient, m 2/s
DH Hydraulic diameter, m
DT Thermal diffusion factor, m2 /s-K
e Specific internal energy, J/kg
ei Unit vector along the ith coordinate
f Conjugate driving force associated with flux j
g Specific Gibbs free energy, J/kg
gi Partial specific Gibbs free energy of component i, J/kg
GOR Gained output ratio
f Enthalpy rate, W
h Specific enthalpy, J/kg
hconv Convective heat transfer coefficient, W/m 2-K
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hfg Latent heat of vaporization, J/kg
hi Partial specific enthalpy of component i, J/kg
HCR Modified heat capacity rate ratio
j Flux associated with an arbitrary transport process
J Rate of an arbitrary transport process
ji Diffusional mass flux of component i, kg/m 2-s
js Entropy flux, W/m 2-K
k Thermal conductivity, W/m-K
L Transport coefficient
Le Lewis number, Sc/Pr
mni Mass fraction of component i
rh Mass flow rate, kg/s
Mi Molecular weight of component i, kg/kmol
MR Mass flow rate ratio
ni Net mass flux of component i, kg/m 2-s
Nu Nusselt number
P Pressure, Pa
Pr Prandtl number
Pe P6clet number
q Heat flux, W/m 2
Q Heat transfer rate, W
R Universal gas constant, J/kmol-K
Re Reynolds number
RR Recovery ratio
s Specific entropy, J/kg-K
h'i"l Volumetric rate of entropy generation, W/m 3-K
Sc Schmidt number
Sh Sherwood number
$gen,HT Entropy generation rate due to heat transfer per unit tube length, W/m-K
Sgen,MT Entropy generation rate due to mass transfer per unit tube length, W/m-K
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5,ii Entropy generation rate per unit tube length, W/m-K
Sgen Entropy generation rate, W/K
T Temperature, K or *C
u Velocity vector, m/s
u Axial velocity, m/s
V Specific volume, kg/m 3
Vr Radial velocity, m/s
Xi Mole fraction of component i
Greek Symbols
e Heat exchanger effectiveness
<0 Relative humidity
<b Viscous dissipation function
7 Dimensionless molar concentration
y Dynamic viscosity, kg/m-s
W Humidity ratio
p Density, kg/m
3
p Partial density of component i, kg/m
3
o- Standard deviation
o2 Variance
9 Dimensionless temperature
Subscripts
0 Inlet; ambient (in chapter 1 only)
av Average
b Bulk or mixed-mean; reject brine (in chapter 1 only)
c Coolant
C Cold stream
f Feed, or seawater
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g Noncondensable gas, air
H Hot stream
max Maximum
min Minimum
p Product, or fresh water
R Hot reservoir
v Water vapor
w Wall
Superscripts
o Reference state
s Saturated
+ Normalized quantity
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Chapter 1
Motivation and background
1.1 The global water crisis
In 2006, the United Nations [1] estimated that a staggering 1.1 billion people, a sixth of the
world's population, lacked access to clean drinking water. Lack of access to basic sanitation
raises that number to an even more staggering 2.6 billion people, well over a third of Earth's
population in 2006. The World Health Organization estimates that 2.2 million people-
mostly children under five years old-die annually from preventable, water-related illness [2].
The demand for water spans the agricultural and industrial sectors; individual homes;
ecosystems that support local populations; and energy production, distribution, and use.
With such a wide array of uses, it is easy to understand that with global warming and ex-
plosive population growth, these numbers are only expected to worsen. Experts [3] estimate
that by the year 2050, almost half of the world's population will have significant physical
water stress or scarcity (see figure 1-1). Complicating the problem further are a lack of
reliable data on water use as a result of everything from unmonitored leaks to unpredictable
demand to poor estimates of freshwater availability [4,5].
Further still, because developing countries often have limited capital, unreliable energy,
and poor infrastructure, the effects of water scarcity disproportionately affect impoverished
communities [6]. In contrast to the problems of physical water scarcity outlined above, this
phenomenon of economic water scarcity transcends geographical boundaries; it is found even
within a single city. Inhabitants of the slums of Mumbai pay nearly forty times as much per
17
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(a) 1995 (b) 2050 (est.)
Figure 1-1: World water scarcity, stress, and sufficiency in 1995 and 2050 (data from [3]);
percentages represent the portion of global population in each of the three categories. Water
stress is defined as a fresh water supply of less than 1700 m 3 per person per year; scarcity is
less than 1000 m3 per person per year.
unit of water than a surrounding suburb [7].
Although physical and economic water scarcity may occur in the same location, a solution
to physical water scarcity may not be a solution to economic water scarcity. Understanding
the distinction between physical scarcity and economic scarcity is crucial in providing solu-
tions to the water crisis. With abundant economic resources, physical water scarcity can be
reduced by everything from policies that encourage sustainable community development to
cost-effective seawater desalination. As illustrated by the figures above from Mumbai, eco-
nomic scarcity is often a community-level problem, and can be more challenging to address.
A technique that can provide solutions to both physical and economic water scarcity is
desalination. Indeed, desalination is becoming a growing part of the solution to the global
water crisis [8, 9]. Between 1980 and 2010, the annual new installed capacity increased
over six-fold, and the worldwide desalination capacity increased from 5 million to over 65
million cubic meters per day [10]. Desalination systems such as Reverse Osmosis (RO) are
commonly deployed on a variety of scales, and can desalinate water at a very low energy
cost. In Barcelona, Spain, a seawater RO plant that began operating in mid-2009 with a
capacity of 200,000 m3 per day has an energy consumption of just 3.65 kWh/m 3 of produced
water.
However excellent the technical performance of RO systems, they cannot provide a real
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solution to both economic and physical water scarcity for two main reasons. First, the
ability to desalinate at such a low energy cost relies on the performance of highly engineered,
expensive membranes. Given the cost figure from Mumbai above, it might be argued that
an upfront capital investment (a so-called angel investor, for example) in small-scale RO
could provide a solution to economic water scarcity. However, the RO membranes foul and
require regular replacement, which in turn requires both significant technical expertise and
a long-term, periodic source of capital.
Second, to separate water from seawater using an RO membrane necessitates extremely
high pressures (upwards of 60 bar). This high pressure is frequently obtained using a combi-
nation of pumps and pressure exchangers, requiring an electrical work input to the system.
Communities most adversely affected by economic water scarcity often lack access to a reli-
able supply of electricity. Without local technical expertise, a steady stream of capital, or a
steady supply of energy, installing an RO system in an impoverished community is, at best,
a temporary solution to the community's needs. For a true solution to a community's water
problem, the system must continue to operate long after its installation.
Understanding the realities of economic water scarcity, then, is crucial to solving a crisis
that is by nature both physical and economic. In summary, a true solution to the water
crisis in impoverished communities must meet three broad criteria: it must be (1) cost
effective on a small, decentralized scale; (2) robust, and simple to maintain; and (3) off-grid
accessible. The state of the art in desalination, reverse osmosis, does not meet the last two
of these criteria; a different solution is required. Humidification-dehumidification (HDH)
desalination meets all three of these criteria.
1.2 Humidification-dehumidification desalination
1.2.1 HDH system overview
HDH mimics nature's rain cycle in a very direct manner. As shown in figure 1-2, warm
seawater is sprayed over a packed bed, where dry air evaporates pure water vapor from the
falling film of seawater. The warm, moist air then enters a dehumidifier, where the pure
19
Humidifier Carrier as Dehumidifier
Brine Pure water Seawater
Figure 1-2: A schematic diagram of a closed air, open water (CAOW) HDH system.
vapor condenses on coils cooled by cold, incoming seawater. The seawater is preheated in
the process. A water heater at the top of the cycle provides the heat input to the system.
This particular embodiment of HDH is known as a closed air, open water (CAOW) cycle;
there are several others that have been studied in detail [11, 12], but will not be discussed
further here.
HDH has several advantages. Employing a carrier gas to facilitate evaporation allows
the process to occur at the partial pressure of the water vapor in the air. This translates to
evaporation at temperatures well below the boiling point of seawater at atmospheric pressure,
enabling the use of low-temperature, less costly heat inputs. The components are simple and
robust-even locally-sourced materials such as bamboo and loofah have been found adequate
for use as a packing in the humidifier [13]. And in general, thermal desalination methods
(defined and discussed in more detail below) can accommodate poor and varying feedwater
quality.
In spite of all of these advantages, HDH has some disadvantages. The carrier gas that is
of enormous use on the humidification side greatly inhibits condensation on the dehumidifica-
tion side, requiring large components, and thus high capital cost. Beyond employing direct
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contact dehumidifiers to increase heat and mass transfer coefficients (a promising current
area of research [14]), there is little that can be done to offset this effect. The system also
suffers from poor energetic performance (low gained output ratio, or GOR, clarified below)
relative to other thermal desalination processes. In contrast to the large area requirement
inherent in using a carrier gas, it will be shown that improving energetic performance, or
GOR, is a very tractable issue, and can determine the economic feasibility of the system as
a whole. Designing for minimum entropy production to improve energetic performance is
the major focus of this thesis.
1.2.2 Current state of the art
In order to understand the performance of HDH, it is useful to briefly review and compare
several common performance metrics used in desalination systems, and to benchmark HDH
with respect to other desalination systems. Broadly, desalination systems can be grouped into
those that are driven primarily by heat (thermal desalination), and those driven primarily
by work. Because a unit of heat and a unit of work are neither the same in their cost nor
their thermodynamic utility, the performance of each of these types of systems is quantified
by a different parameter.
The gained output ratio (GOR) is a measure of energetic performance in thermal desali-
nation systems; it is the quotient of latent heat of produced water and the heat input:
GOR = rh h
Qin
where rp, is the mass flow rate of product, or fresh water, hyg is the latent heat of vapor-
ization, and Qi is the heat input to the system.1 At their core, most of what is considered
thermal desalination rely on a simple physical principle: pure water is more volatile than
the salts in saline waters. These systems can thus be boiled down to two essential steps:
(1) evaporation of pure water vapor from liquid saline water, and (2) condensation of the
1When the heat input to the system is steam, the oft-used parameter is the performance ratio, defined
here as PR = Th/lilsteam. Owing to variations in hf, with temperature, this value is similar, though not the
same as GOR. It should be noted that there does not appear to be consensus in the literature as to which
quantity is notated as GOR, and which is PR.
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vapor to form pure, liquid water. In good designs, the heat given off during condensation
is reused to evaporate additional quantities of water. A GOR of unity implies that the
heat input to the system is exactly the amount required to evaporate the product; no heat
was recovered. Thus, from a thermodynamic perspective, the usefulness of GOR is obvious;
GOR is essentially a measure of how many times the latent heat of vaporization given off
during condensation is reused to evaporate additional pure water. This is key in thermal
desalination, as recovering this heat given off during condensation is the primary method to
decrease the energy requirements of the system.
In work-driven systems, the key performance parameter is the specific work of separation.
It is defined as the work input to the system divided by the mass flow rate of fresh water:
SW = -in (1.2)
where Win is the net work input to the system. Again, the two parameters GOR and SW are
best used only in comparing two thermal or two work-driven desalination systems, and not
between the two types. In order to compare a work-driven and thermal desalination system,
one must take into account other considerations such as the efficiency and fuel source of the
power plant that provides the work input.
Finally, the recovery ratio RR is defined as the quotient of the mass flow rate of product
water to the mass flow rate of feed (saline) water, rhf:
RR = . (1.3)
rnf
Some representative values of GOR, SW, and RR are shown in table 1.1. Although the
values listed in table 1.1 can quantify energetic performance for several desalination systems,
it should be noted that the ultimate choice of a particular desalination technology is often
based on other factors in addition to energetic performance, such as economic considerations,
and the feasibility of deploying a given system at a given scale.
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Table 1.1: Representative energetic performance and capacity values
nation systems. Values based on data presented in [15].
Desalination System I Typical Capacity [m3 /d]
Humidification-Dehumidification (HDH)
Solar Still
Multi-stage Flash (MSF)
Multi-effect Distillation (MED)
Reverse Osmosis
Mechanical Vapor Compression
1-10
0.001-0.1
100,000 - 500,000
100, 000 - 500, 000
1 -200,000
1-100
of some typical desali-
GOR [-]
2
0.5-1
5-10
5-15
SW [kWh/m 3]
3-8
10-15
1.2.3 Proposed methodology for improvement: entropy genera-
tion minimization for a heat and mass exchanger
Because a truly reversible process is unachievable in finite time, in good thermal design,
one seeks a configuration in which entropy production, or equivalently exergy destruction,
is minimized, while meeting practical cost and performance parameters. In fact, it can
be shown analytically that minimizing $gen/,hp maximizes GOR. Consider a "black-box"
separator as shown in figure 1-3. Salty feed water enters the system; heat and/or work are
transferred to the system in order to create a pure water stream. The resultant brine flow
rate rnb and product flow rate rn, exit the system. The First Law of Thermodynamics for
this control volume is
O - W + f hf- rnbhb - Tnh, = 0, (1.4)
where hf, hb, and h, are the specific enthalpies of the feed, brine, and product, respectively.
And the Second Law is
+ rhjs - hbSb - hnpsn+ $gen = 0, (1.5)
where sf, sb, and s, are the specific entropies of the feed, brine, and product, respectively.
The net entropy transfer term can be expanded into an input and a rejection term as
S = Q .in _ o"
T TR TO'
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(1.6)
' '
W Q
Figure 1-3: Schematic diagram of a "black-box" separator.
where TR is the temperature of the hot reservoir, and To is the ambient temperature, or cold
reservoir. Then, multiplying through equation (1.5) by To and subtracting the result from
equation (1.4) gives
To 1 + rf gf - npgp - rgb-W- Togen=0, (1.7)
TR
where g = h - Ts is the specific Gibbs free energy.2 From a mass balance on the control
volume, rhb = Thf- T,. Substituting in for rnb and dividing both sides of equation (1.7) by
rii~hfg ,
Qin T 1 (rh -rn, Anf W ToSgen(1-- =- .g+g, -- g+ - . , (1.8)
rhph5, TR hfg k dp mp mp mp
which can be rewritten as
11 To\_ 1 1i W To~gen] 19
1-- =- -- (gb - gf) + (g, -Ag) + -- + OI~ (1. 9)GOR TR hhg RR m,) M,
Clearly, for a fixed RR and inlet conditions, minimizing Sgen/hp maximizes GOR. This re-
inforces the idea that, in thermal desalination, making the best use of the available heat,
through effective heat recovery and the minimization of irreversibilities is the key to maximiz-
ing energetic performance. Using more extensive control volume analyses, Mistry et al. [16]
have analyzed several desalination systems from a second-law perspective, and explored the
connection between GOR and entropy generation in great detail.
2Here it has been assumed that the feed, product, and brine streams cross the control volume boundaries
at the ambient temperature To. Were they not at this value, the thermodynamic grouping (h - Ts) would
collapse to the specific flow exergy, not the specific Gibbs free energy.
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Several additional recent studies have highlighted the importance of entropy genera-
tion minimization in maximizing the performance of HDH desalination systems in partic-
ular [17-20]. Of considerable relevance here is the conclusion that the greatest source of
entropy generation in an HDH system is usually the condenser, or dehumidifier, where large
fractions of noncondensable gas (typically 80 to 90%) control the overall heat transfer and
condensation rates.
Each of these studies, however, evaluates $gen for a component using control volume anal-
yses. Although such a calculation is useful in understanding the extent of the irreversibilities
involved in a given system or component, it provides little insight into how, where, and why
the irreversibilities are produced within that component. This is particularly relevant in an
HDH dehumidifier, in which air undergoes simultaneous heat and mass transfer. Only re-
cently (e.g., [17]) has work been produced that focus on how to design for minimum entropy
production in such heat and mass exchangers (HME). Due to the critical nature of mini-
mizing entropy production in ultimately ensuring the commercial feasibility of HDH, a more
detailed study is required. Thus, this thesis is a fundamental study of entropy generation
during condensation at high fractions of noncondensable gas in order to: (1) understand
how irreversibilities are produced in HMEs; (2) understand how designing for minimum Sgen
in an HME differs from the same process in a heat exchanger; and (3) define a practical
optimality criterion useful in engineering calculations for the design of HMEs.
Condensation in the presence of noncondensable gases
Much literature has addressed condensation of vapor from mixtures containing noncondens-
able gases. In particular, the problem of condensing water vapor from an air-steam mixture
has received considerable attention. In that process, an air-steam mixture is exposed to
a cold surface with a temperature lower than the local saturation temperature. As vapor
condenses on the cold surface, the mixture is pulled convectively toward the surface, in-
creasing the concentration of noncondensable gas near the wall. A concentration gradient
is established, and the gas diffuses in opposition to the convective motion of the mixture.
Temperature and vapor concentration gradients are both significant, and, especially in the
case of high fractions of noncondensable gas, both the diffusional and thermal resistances
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impede the condensation process.
An early attempt at predicting heat transfer coefficients in these mixtures was performed
by Colburn [21], who noted when even small amounts of air were present in steam condensers,
condensation rates were significantly lower than those predicted by Nusselt theory [22]. A
significant body of work was developed by Sparrow and coworkers using laminar bound-
ary layer techniques to evaluate the effects of noncondensable gases, vapor superheating,
interfacial resistance, and other phenomena on condensation in external flow in multiple
geometries [23-25]. Denny, Mills, and Jusionis [26,27] studied condensation of a number of
species of vapor in forced, laminar flow using boundary layer equations. The work by Wang
and Tu [28] is an early example of an analysis of falling film condensation in a vertical tube
with noncondensable gas; the authors found that the effects of noncondensables are more
pronounced in enclosures because the concentration of noncondensables increases as conden-
sation proceeds. Various resistance network models have been developed to provide accurate
ways to correlate experimental data on in-tube condensation with steam-air, steam-helium,
and other mixtures [29-31].
A major application of these studies is in predicting heat transfer coefficients in steam
condensers with relatively small amounts of noncondensable gas, such as result from leak-
age or dissolved gases. Lacking has been the study of condensation in the presence of high
concentrations of noncondensable gases in temperature ranges above those normally encoun-
tered in HVAC systems (e.g., for which dehumidifiers have been studied in detail). These
temperature ranges are of primary interest in HDH desalination systems, for example. In a
study that does enter the HDH range, Rao et al. [32] used boundary layer techniques, and
their results showed, as expected, that high fractions of noncondensable gas decrease the
rate of condensation and heat transfer significantly.
Balancing and entropy generation minimization in heat exchangers
One approach to entropy generation minimization in a heat exchanger is the technique of
balancing. Key to understanding the connection between balancing and entropy generation
minimization is the concept of remnant irreversibilities, or "flow imbalances" [33]. Entropy
generation minimization by minimizing flow imbalances is in distinct contrast to minimizing
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entropy generation in heat transfer, say, by minimizing the driving temperature difference
across which the heat travels. A simple, well-understood illustration is perhaps the best
way to identify this contrast: the balanced, counterflow heat exchanger. When the capacity
rates, mcp, and the heat transfer coefficients of both streams are approximately constant,
the driving temperature difference will be constant along the flow path; this results in a
minimization of remnant irreversibilities, even though there still exists a finite temperature
difference by which entropy is produced. Indeed, it has been shown analytically that this
configuration results in the minimum entropy production for a given set of inlet temperatures
and heat exchanger effectiveness [17]; balancing in heat exchangers is treated in further detail
in chapter 2.
In the case of a heat and mass exchanger (HME), however, rhc, does not fully define
the axial temperature slope of each stream, owing to latent heat effects, and thus ficp does
not define the variation in stream-to-stream driving temperature difference. A more general
criterion for minimum entropy production of a fixed duty, fixed volume system undergoing
any number of simultaneous transport processes (heat transfer, mass transfer, etc.) is given
by Tondeur and Kvaalen [34]. They showed that for a transport process that obeys both
the linear relations for entropy generation and Onsager's relations [35, 36] (that is, it obeys
the principle of microscopic reversibility, or is not too far removed from thermodynamic
equilibrium), the criterion for minimum entropy production when any number of simulta-
neous transport processes occur is that the local, volumetric rate of entropy generation be
constant in space and time. The theoretical result is known as the theorem of minimal
dissipation, or equipartition of entropy production (EoEP). When the phenomenological
coefficients-equivalently the heat and mass transfer coefficients-are constant, the equipar-
tition of entropy production is characterized by an equipartition of thermodynamic driving
force (EoF).
Johannessen et al. [37] allowed the conjugate heat transfer resistance to vary in a heat
transfer process and showed that the equipartition of force is within 1 % of the true minimum,
the EoEP, for most practical heat exchangers. Balkan [38] showed that equipartition of
temperature difference (EoTD) in a counterflow heat exchanger with a constant overall heat
transfer coefficient is a very good representation of the minimum entropy production state.
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The concepts of EoEP and EoF are discussed in further detail in chapter 3.
In the case of a saturated air-steam mixture undergoing a simultaneous, nonzero, heat
and mass transfer, however, there cannot exist a process in which the heat and mass transfer
driving forces will both be constant over a finite volume. This results from the exponential
increase of saturation pressure with interfacial temperature. Saturation temperature and
concentration are related monotonically, but not linearly. Hence, the magnitude of the
concentration change caused by a given temperature change will be greater if the absolute
temperature is greater. This result means that, in contrast to a heat exchanger, entropy
generation minimization in an HME fundamentally relies on three parameters: (1) the ratio
of the mass flow rates of each stream, (2) the bulk concentration of the diffusing species,
and (3) the magnitude of the heat and mass transfer driving forces. As will be shown in the
present work, the mean and variance in heat and mass transfer driving forces embody these
three criteria completely, unlike the ratio of the minimum to maximum rc,.
If, therefore, one cannot achieve the equipartition of all driving forces, it is desirable to
identify the dominant source of entropy production and create a flow configuration that re-
sults in an equipartition of the driving force associated with that dominant source of entropy
generation. In the present work, control volume methods of evaluating entropy generation
are first discussed, in an attempt to show why a more complex model is required. Then,
expressions governing entropy production in terms of driving forces and associated fluxes are
given, and then applied to a heat and mass exchanger in a general scaling analysis. Next the
equations are applied directly in a laminar boundary layer analysis, where several boundary
conditions are compared to identify the configuration that results in the true equipartition
of entropy production and identify a set of criteria to approximate that minimum. Selected
conditions representative of condensers in HDH desalination and HVAC systems are studied.
An HDH system has higher rates of mass transfer than contemplated in previous boundary
layer analyses of noncondensable gas problems [39], and it involves condensation in the pres-
ence of much higher concentrations of noncondensables. However, the majority of the work
presented here could be applied to any binary mixture with a single species diffusing out of
the control volume of interest.
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Chapter 2
Control volume entropy generation
analysis
This chapter introduces and extends the concepts of balancing from heat exchangers (HE) to
heat and mass exchangers (HME) from a control volume perspective. Simple thermodynamic
equations describing the behavior of these systems are introduced and discussed, in order
to (1) identify the important parameters involved in entropy generation minimization, and
(2) to show why such methods, which comprise much of the literature on entropy generation
minimization in HEs, are ill-suited to understanding entropy generation minimization in
HMEs.
2.1 Equations for entropy generation in a heat exchanger
Consider a simple, two-stream, counterflow heat exchanger where heat is transferred between
two pure fluids with approximately constant specific heat capacities. Writing the First Law
of Thermodynamics on an adiabatic control volume about the HE, as shown in figure 2-1,
Hot Stream
61H, Ti Heat Exchanger Cold Stream
F 2on . Tc .
Figure 2-1: A counterfiow heat exchanger control volume.
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reduces to the familiar equation
(rhc,)H(TH,in - THout) = (rhcp)c(Tc,out - Tc,in), (2.1)
where rh is the mass flow rate, c, is the specific heat capacity, T is a bulk temperature, and
the subscripts H and C correspond to the hot and cold streams, respectively. When the
effect of pressure changes on inlet-to-outlet entropy changes are relatively small, the Second
Law for this system reduces to
gen = (hc,)Hln ±u (Tc,out (2.2)
\ T'in / \ rc~cI TC,in
The heat exchanger effectiveness is the quotient of the heat duty and the maximum possible
heat transfer between two streams with given inlet temperatures:
Q 
_ (rcP)H(T,in - TH,out) 
_ (rhc,)c(Tc,out 
- Tc,in) (23)Qmax - (hCp,)mn(TH,in - Tc,in) (rICp)min(TH,in - Tc,in)'
where the minimum capacity rate is defined as
Cmin = (ThCp)min = min[(rhcp)H, ({hCp)c]- (2.4)
It has been shown previously [17,33] that for a fixed effectiveness, and fixed inlet tempera-
tures, a minimum normalized entropy generation rate is achieved when the mass flow rates
are structured such that the capacity rate ratio C* = (rhcp)min/(hcp)max = 1. This re-
sult falls directly out of equations (2.2) and (2.3). Rewriting the second law in terms of
effectiveness, C*, and inlet temperatures,
5gen n E ATmax possible + ± 1 In EC* ATmax possible + (2.5)
(rhc )min Tin,cmin C* Tin,C. /
where the maximum possible AT is the difference between the hot and cold inlet tempera-
tures. Noting that, by definition, C* is a number between zero and one, for a effectiveness
and inlet temperatures, entropy generation reaches a minimum when C* = 1. That is,
the balanced, counterflow heat exchanger minimizes entropy production. Figure 2-2 illus-
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Figure 2-2: In a heat exchanger with fixed effectiveness and inlet temperatures, entropy
generation is minimized when the capacity rate ratio is unity. Here, for simplicity, both
streams have the same specific heat capacity, and $gen/(rhcp)min reaches a minimum when
MR = 1.
trates this important conclusion graphically. As the mass flow rate ratio MR = 7ic/rhH is
altered-that is, as the unit becomes more or less balanced-normalized entropy generation
$gen/(rhcp)minj reaches a minimum. This provides a simple interpretation of balancing from
an entropic perspective: by altering the mass flow rate ratio, a unit can be designed to
minimize entropy production while still meeting practical physical parameters (e.g., a finite
size).
It should be noted that this balanced configuration also results in a uniform driving
temperature difference between the two streams, as can be shown from simple bulk energy
considerations. The heat lost from the hot stream is gained by the cold stream (irrespective
of which is the minimum or maximum capacity rate stream). Then, energy conservation
requires that
(dTb' (dTb'
Cmin -d = C)a . (2.6)
dx cadx c
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Figure 2-3: Temperature profile for a balanced, counterflow heat exchanger: this configura-
tion results in a minimum entropy production rate.
In terms of C*,
C* (dT( (2.7)Kdx) ~.1 dx/
Thus, if C* = 1, the bulk temperature of both streams changes at the same rate and the
driving temperature difference TH - Tc between the two streams remains constant. This is
illustrated in figure 2-3. Although this concept is well-known, it is emphasized here because
of its relevance in entropy generation minimization. It will be shown later in this thesis that
this uniform distribution of driving force is a more general criterion for entropy generation
minimization than C* = 1.
2.2 Equations for entropy generation in a heat and
mass exchanger
In a device where both heat and mass are exchanged simultaneously, equations (2.1) and
(2.2) do not hold. The mass exchange process alters the c, significantly, as the c, of a mixture
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Cooling Water
Product Water
Figure 2-4: A counterflow condenser control volume.
depends strongly on the mass fractions of the components. In addition, for a mixture, the
change in mixture specific enthalpy with temperature, (h/aT)p is not equal to the specific
heat capacity of the mixture. Accordingly, the expressions for energy conservation and
entropy production are now re-derived for a heat and mass exchanger in order to distinguish
the task of balancing an HE from that of an HME.
Take, as a practical example of an HME, the condenser found in an HDH system. Con-
sider the control volume defined in figure 2-4, where cooling water, denoted by subscript c
flows countercurrent to a condensing moist air stream. Quantities pertaining to the moist
air stream (the mixture) are indicated by the subscript a. The moist air flow is the sum of a
water vapor flow rate, rh, and a noncondensable gas, Tn. Properties pertaining to the two
aforementioned components of the mixture are given v and g subscripts as appropriate. The
condensate, or product water, is given the subscript p. Then, mass conservation requires
that
dM
= Ma,in - ma,oat - fp = 0. (2.8)
Rewriting equation (2.8) in terms of dry air flow rates and humidity ratios gives an expression
for Th :
T, = 7 2 g (win - wout), (2.9)
where rh, is the product water mass flow rate, and w is the humidity ratio, defined as Thy/rug.
Applying the First Law of Thermodynamics on the same control volume, figure 2-4, gives
dE = r'fg (ha,in - haput) + rhc (he,in - he,out) - rhph, = 0, (2.10)
dt
where moist air enthalpy properties are mass averaged and written per unit dry air, viz., ha=
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hg + who. Substituting equation (2.9) into equation (2.10) and rearranging the expression to
solve for the coolant enthalpy change yields:
7-hc (he,out - hen) = rhg [(ha,in - ha,out) - (Win - wout) hp]. (2.11)
Expanding the moist air enthalpy quantities in terms of their components allows the entire
right hand side of equation (2.11) to be written in terms of enthalpy changes, or
rhe (hc,out - hc,in) = Tig [(hg,in - hg,out) + Win (hv,in - hp) - Wout (hVOut - hp)]. (2.12)
Assuming the dry air and water vapor components that comprise the moist air mixture
behave as perfect gases, the enthalpy for the vapor component at the inlet, for example, is
hv,in = Cp,v (T,in - T") + h", (2.13)
where the superscript o indicates an arbitrary reference state. The enthalpies of the dry
air and vapor components at both the inlets and outlets are written in a similar manner.
Assuming the product water stream behaves as an incompressible fluid, hp is given by:
h, = c,, (T, - T") + h", (2.14)
where again the superscript o represents an arbitrary reference state. The reference enthalpy
state for equation (2.13) is chosen as a saturated vapor at some temperature between the
air inlet and outlet. Likewise, the reference enthalpy state for equation (2.14) is chosen as
a saturated liquid at the same temperature.' Then, subtracting equation (2.14) from (2.13)
gives the enthalpy change (hv,in - h,) in equation (2.12):
hv,in - h, = cp, (Ta,in - T") - cp (T, - Ts) + hfg, (2.15)
1Note that because enthalpy is a state property, and thus path independent, the choice of a saturation
temperature between the inlet and outlet air temperatures is not mathematically necessary; it is only chosen
as such because the specific heat values are assumed constant in the perfect gas model, and are evaluated at
the average between the two states. Choosing a saturation temperature between the inlet and outlet thus
reduces the error associated with the assumption of constant specific heats.
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where T' is the selected saturation temperature, and hjg is the latent heat of vaporiza-
tion, evaluated at T'. The enthalpy change h,ut - h, in equation (2.12) takes a similar
form. Modeling the coolant as an incompressible fluid, the change in specific enthalpy of the
coolant, (he,out - he,in) in equation (2.12) is
he'out - he'in= c (Tc'out - Tn) . (2.16)
Using the formulations given in equations (2.15) and (2.16), the overall energy balance (eq.
(2.12) is reduced to its final form:
fcCp,c (Tc'Out - Tc,in) = Tfg {cp,g (T,in - Tout)
+ WinCp,v (Ta,in - T") - woutCp,v (Ta,out - Ts)
+ (wi. - wout) [hf, - c,,c (T - T")]}. (2.17)
The overall heat transfer rate, or duty Q, of the condenser is either the right hand side or
left hand side of equation (2.17).
Writing the Second Law of Thermodynamics for the control volume in figure 2-4 gives
dS
= mg (sa,in - Sa,out) + hc (sc,in - Sc,out) - 'ThpSp + Sgen = 0. (2.18)
Substituting equation (2.8) into equation (2.18) and solving for Sgen yields
Sgen = h&c (Scout - Scn) + ug [(sa,out - Sa,in) + (win - Wout) s,] . (2.19)
Specific entropy for the moist air mixture is a mass weighted average per unit dry air, or
Sa = S9 + ws,. Then, the air stream specific entropy quantities in equation (2.19) are
expanded, giving
$gen = ihe (sc,ot - se,in) + rhg [(sg,ou - Sg,in) + wout (svout - s,) - Win (sv,in - sp)]. (2.20)
Because the individual components of the moist air mixture have been assumed to behave
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as perfect gases, the specific entropy of the vapor component at the inlet, for example, is
s,n = c,, in( ) - R In (') + s0 , (2.21)
where Pv is the partial pressure of the vapor component, P0 is an arbitrary reference pressure,
and so is the vapor's specific entropy at the reference T* and P0 . Expressions for dry air
inlet and outlet, and vapor outlet are analogous. The specific entropy of the product water,
modeled as an incompressible fluid, is
sPc,P In ±s*. (2.22)
The reference state for the vapor components is defined as a saturated vapor at some tem-
perature between T' that exists between T,in and Ta,out; the reference state for the product
water is selected as a saturated liquid at the same temperature T*. Then, the entropy change
(sv,in - sp) in equation (2.20) is
sv,in - sp = cP,V In "' - R, In "'" + sfg + c,, In . (2.23)
The specific entropy change of the coolant, modeled as an incompressible fluid, is
Sc,out - Se,in = c,, n e . (2.24)\ Tc11n }
The final expression for entropy generation rate within the control volume is obtained by
substituting equations (2.23), (2.21), and (2.24) into equation (2.20):
5gen = rnc,,C in c,iu + Cg Tgin - R9 In
-w in c,, In T" - Rhin (P-L)]
+ (wout - Win) sig + cP,ln () (2.25)
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Comparing equation (2.2) to (2.20), the huge complexity imposed by considering the
additional process of mass exchange in entropy production is readily apparent. Because
the capacity rate of the moist air stream changes as vapor condenses, there is no obvious
parameter by which to nondimensionalize entropy production. The problem is complicated
further by the emergence of a third stream, the product water. In spite of these complexities,
however, the mass flow rate ratio still appears as an adjustable parameter in the entropy
generation equation, indicating that balancing is still relevant to designing an HME for a
minimum entropy generation rate.
Although the control volume methods outlined in this chapter provide some insight into
the relevant parameters in entropy generation minimization in an HME, they provide almost
no insight into how entropy is produced in the system, and why, fundamentally, balancing
should minimize entropy production. Without a solid understanding of the answers to these
'how' and 'why' questions, it is difficult to define a convincing and general set of design
criteria for minimum entropy production in heat and mass exchangers. Clearly, then, a
more complex model that provides more information about the causal transport processes
is required. It is the aim of the subsequent chapters to employ such a model and provide
convincing answers that elucidate the connection between balancing and minimum entropy
production in a fundamental and widely-applicable manner.
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Chapter 3
Entropy generation in a boundary
layer
In this chapter, the entropy production equations for simultaneous heat and mass transfer in a
boundary layer are derived from the fundamental relationship of thermodynamics and various
conservation equations. The resulting equations are then scaled in attempt to understand the
trade-off between sources of entropy generation (i.e., heat transfer or diffusion) and predict
its effect on defining an optimality criterion for minimum Sgen.
3.1 Equations for entropy generation in a boundary
layer
Let e be the mass specific internal energy of a mixture consisting of several components i.
For a mixture in thermodynamic equilibrium, the canonical relationship states that
de = Tds - Pdv + gidmi, (3.1)
where T denotes absolute temperature, s the specific entropy, P the pressure, v the specific
volume, gi the partial specific Gibbs energy of the ith species, and mi the mass fraction of
species i. Now consider a perturbation in any number of the thermodynamic properties of
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the mixture. Assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium, equation (3.1), may be written it
in terms of non-equilibrium gradients as follows. Taking the material derivative, D/Dt, of
equation (3.1) gives
De Ds Dv Dm(
Dt Dt Dt Dt
The continuity equation, where p is the mixture density and u is the velocity vector, is
Dp = -p? -u, (3.3)D4
which may be used to rewrite the derivative in the third term in equation (3.2):
Dv - Dp 
- V -u. (3.4)
Dt p2 Dt p
The equation of conservation of species is
Dp 
- (V. ji + pV. u), (3.5)
Dt
where pi is the partial density of the ith species and ji is a general diffusion vector defined
explicitly by equation (3.10). Using equations (3.5) and (3.3), a similar manipulation can be
performed to eliminate the fourth term in equation (3.2):
Dmi D (pj D (1) 1Dp 1I .
=- - =p +j. - (V -ji).- (3.6)Dt Dt p t p p Dt p
Substituting equations (3.4) and (3.6) into equation (3.2) and rearranging, the time rate
change of entropy of the system is
Ds 1 De
p-Ds =- p-+PV-u+ gi(V-ji) (3.7)Dt T Dt 
.
To write equation (3.7) entirely in terms of appropriate fluxes and associated driving
forces, a thermal energy equation is used to eliminate the material derivative of e. The
thermal energy equation for a nonionized gas mixture when forced diffusion is negligible is
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given by Mills [40] as:
Dh DP
ph = DP- V - q+ jihi + p@D. (3.8)
Here, h is the mixture specific enthalpy, hi is a partial specific enthalpy, p is the dynamic
viscosity of the mixture, and D is the dissipation function. The third term on the right-hand
side of equation (3.8) is enthalpy transport due to diffusion, and vector q is a generalized
heat flux vector comprising ordinary conduction and Dufour conduction:
q = -kVT+ RT Z ZiL(!n n), (3.9)
where k is the mixture-based thermal conductivity, R is the universal (molar) gas constant, x
is the mole fraction of the ith component, Mi is molecular mass, D[ is the thermal diffusion
factor, Dij is a multicomponent diffusion coefficient, and ni is a net mass flux vector. The
quantity ji is a general diffusion flux vector obtained from the Chapman-Enskog kinetic
theory of gases:
ji= m imjDig [Vxj + (xi - my)V ln P] - DiV In T. (3.10)
With the aid of equation (3.3), equation (3.8) is rewritten in terms of internal energy to
obtain a form of the energy equation:
De
pi V-q-P - V-(ii @ (3.11)
Substituting equation (3.11) into the modified constitutive relation, equation (3.7), the final
form for the time rate change of entropy is obtained:
Ds 1 f~(.2p- = - -V -q-E[gi(-V -j)+ V-jihj]+ p@. (3.12)De Tr
The entropy change may be expressed as the surn of the entropy transferred across the system
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and the generation of entropy within the system, or
Ds .
Equation (3.12) can be written in a form that mirrors the above to isolate the entropy
production term:
Ds
+ [q- V(
Hence, the local, volumetric rate
ous heat and mass transfer is:
A'// = q -V (
entropy transferred, -V.js
+ j gnrhe - V -
entropy generated, .V1-1
(jigi\~
~TJ
of entropy production for a mixture undergoing simultane-
(3.13)+ jihj - V j - V ( + .
Because the desired focus is on the potentially competing effects of simultaneous heat and
mass transfer alone, the viscous dissipation term is neglected. It should be noted that
this term may contribute significantly to overall entropy production; indeed it may be the
dominant term in total entropy generation in fluid undergoing convective heat transfer (see,
for example [41]). In the cases considered in the remainder of this analysis, however, entropy
generation due to fluid friction will be negligible.
With the aid of a careful consideration of partial specific gibbs energy, [42] showed that
equation (3.13) simplifies to
gn = q-V + -ji -iV 9 iT). (3.14)
Clearly, if q and ji in the above equation are considered solely ordinary conduction and
Fickean diffusion, respectively, there is no coupling between heat and mass transfer in the
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- V +- .~
entropy production equation. This conclusion and its significance are described in great
detail in [42], but is repeated here because of its particular relevance to the analyses in
section 4.1. For the special case of a binary mixture, equation (3.14) reduces to
A' = k ( ) 2 + 2 VTVmi + M 2 m_9 (Vmi)2  (3.15)gen (T M1M2c M1M2mim2c'
where 9 is the binary diffusion coefficient.
Next the entropy generation equations are reduced to specific forms that are applied
in the subsequent analyses. The air-steam mixture is modeled as ideal with a relatively
constant mixture density p, or approximately equivalently, constant molar concentration
c. In keeping with the condensation literature, subscript v represents the steam, or water
vapor, and subscript g represents the air, or noncondensable gas. Only ordinary conduction
and Fickean diffusion are considered; other forms of diffusion and conduction are neglected.
Conduction and diffusion are assumed to occur in one dimension, y. Then, equation (3.15)
reduces to
, k (8T) 2 p2R-9 _ pv,2
s T= + (3.16)
T2 oy MM9pVpgc By '
On a molar basis, assuming a constant molar concentration, equation (3.15) may be written,
perhaps more neatly, as
.,,, k (T ) 2 2Rc c 
sge - ± . (3.17)g** T2 _ay c ') y
Both forms of the entropy generation equation will be used, with mathematical convenience
dictating the choice.
3.2 The theorem of minimal dissipation
From equations (3.16) and (3.17), it is easy to see that local, volumetric rate of entropy
generation for both heat and mass transfer scale with the square of a driving potential. In
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the case of conduction, for example,
= q.V = -kVT -V (;)VT2. (3.18)
That is, the local entropy generation rate due to conduction is the product of the flux of
heat and the driving force for heat transfer. For a linear relationship between force and flux,
this reduces to a second order polynomial dependence on the flux. It can be shown that for
any transport process that has such a linear relationship between force and flux, the local
rate of entropy production can be expressed in the generic form
S'"l = jf = Lf2, (3.19)
where s'" is the local, volumetric rate of entropy generation due solely to a single transport
process, j is the flux of the transported quantity, f is the conjugate driving force, and L is the
transport coefficient. Tondeur and Kvaalen [34] showed that as a result of this relationship,
the configuration that results in the smallest entropy generation rate for a given size and a
fixed rate is the one that has the most uniform distribution of f. A short proof follows.
Let a uniform driving force be f be defined as
- f f dV
f = V " (3.20)
where f may correspond to any driving force distribution over some region of interest V.
The overall transport rate J (e.g., heat duty), is the integral of the flux over the region,
J = jdV = jLfdV. (3.21)
JV JV
The overall transport rate can also be written in terms of the averaged, uniform driving force
as
J = Lf V. (3.22)
Then, by the definition of the uniform driving force, there exists both uniform and non-
uniform distributions of f over a single region V that result in a single overall transport rate
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J. The overall, or global, entropy generation rate is the integral of the local rate of entropy
generation over the region:
$gen = f 'n dV = j Lf 2 dV. (3.23)
JV J V
For a constant L, the local entropy generation rate s' that results from the uniform driving
force is also uniform. Taking the difference between the global entropy generation rate that
results from the uniform driving force distribution and any arbitrary, non-uniform driving
force distribution gives
22
gen - ge s - (s) dV. (3.24)J gen gen
Dividing both sides of the equation by the constant region V, a familiar mathematical form
appears:
Sgen - Sgen fy ge dV _f (Th) 2 dV _ 'f'e" dV _ ,,, 2= _ 2( ) (25
V fy dV fy dV fy dV **).) - 325
This difference is simply the variance in h' over the space V, which must be either positive
or zero. Thus,
$gen - Sgen ;> 0. (3.26)
and the driving force distribution that results in the minimum entropy production rate for
a fixed J, V, and L is the uniform case f.
A one dimensional analogue of this conclusion is illustrated graphically in figure 3-1.
Figure 3-la shows an arbitrary and uniform driving force distribution, where the uniform
distribution is defined as in equation (3.20). The area under the curve is the overall trans-
port rate (e.g., heat duty), and is the identical under both curves. Figure 3-1b shows the
distribution of local entropy generation rate that results from these two driving force distri-
butions. The area under the curve is the overall entropy generation rate. It is easy to see
that although the overall transport rates are matched, the overall entropy generation rate is
far less in the case of the uniform driving force.
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Uniforn driving force distribution
Position
(a) Low inlet temperature and vapor fraction
0
Resultant entropy generation
c distribution from a non-uniform driving
force distribution
C.
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Resultant entropy generation
distribution from a uniform
driving force distribution
0
Position
(b) Distribution of local entropy generation rate
Figure 3-1: An illustration of the theorem of minimal dissipation: driving force (e.g., tem-
perature difference) and local entropy generation rate distributions. Uniform distributions
of driving force lead to uniform distributions of local entropy generation rate, which in turn
lead to lower overall entropy generation rates.
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Figure 3-2: Arbitrary boundary layer through which 1-D conduction and diffusion occurs:
the total molar concentration c is assumed constant through the boundary layer.
3.3 Scaling analysis
As will be discussed in detail in section 4.1, the vapor-gas boundary layer is both the dom-
inant resistance in a condenser with high fractions of noncondensable gas and the location
of greatest entropy generation rate. The expressions derived in section 3.1 are first scaled
to identify which individual transport process dominates the entropy generation rate under
given conditions. Again it is assumed that the transport processes of interest occur only in
one dimension, which is representative of the phenomena in many practical heat and mass
exchangers.
An arbitrary boundary layer is defined by figure 3-2. Condensation is assumed only to
occur at the surface, where T = Tmin and y = 0; no mist formation occurs. Again, total
molar concentration is assumed to be approximately constant. Vapor diffuses towards the
surface and gas diffuses in the opposite direction. Let nondimensional temperature 0 and
nondimensional concentration -y be defined as
9 = " , (3.27)
Tmax - Tmin
7 C - C n (3.28)Cmax - Cmin
A nondimensional length scale is defined as the ratio of the coordinate along which the trans-
port occurs to the thickness of the boundary layer corresponding to that specific transported
quantity, or 77 = y/ 6 . The entropy generation equation, (3.17), can be rewritten using these
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nondimensional quantities:
.,,= k(AT) 2 (0 + 9Rc(AcV) 2 (.)
T 2 s -+ - - (3 .2 9 )
gen,HT gen,MT
Here, 6 T refers to the thermal boundary layer thickness, and SM refers to the diffusional
boundary layer thickness.
Noting that the two nondimensional gradients will be of order one, the leading coefficients
on the gradients indicate the relative contribution of each transport process to total entropy
generation. A scaling parameter is then defined as the ratio of entropy generation due to
heat transfer to the entropy generation from both heat and mass transfer, or
/ =. gen,HT (3.30)
Sgen,HT + 8 gen,MT 1 ± ,(""'3
gen,HT
The parameter T is analogous to the Bejan number Be, which compares entropy generation
due to heat transfer and fluid friction in a heat exchanger. Defining T in this manner bounds
its value between zero and one. In the present case, when T = 0, there is no heat transfer;
when IQ = 1, there is no mass transfer. When T is less than 0.1, mass transfer dominates
entropy generation and a balanced design should seek to minimize the variance in mass
transfer driving force. Conversely, when T is greater than 0.9, heat transfer dominates,
and a balanced HME is one with minimal variance in the temperature driving force. In
between these two extremes, the effect of one transport process may exceed the other, but
no conclusions about which process to balance may be drawn from the scaling analysis alone.
In that case, a boundary layer analysis can provide additional insight into configurations that
result in the equipartition of entropy production (see section 4.1).
The parameter T can be written completely in terms of dimensionless parameters, tem-
peratures, and concentrations as
[ ± Le T2%2 (Asc)2 ] (3.31)
C (AT) cv,aycg,av
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Figure 3-3: Entropy generation scaling parameter T versus maximum temperature difference
for a saturated boundary layer: diffusion is the dominant source of entropy production for
the temperature ranges and driving temperature differences encountered in HDH systems.
where Le is the Lewis number and O is a dimensionless heat capacity defined as the ratio of
the specific heat of the mixture to the gas constant of the mixture. As the present analysis
considers an air-steam mixture, the Prandtl number Pr, the Schmidt number Sc, and Le
are all approximately unity. Assuming that the mixture is ideal and is saturated and at
atmospheric pressure, T may be evaluated as a function of driving temperature difference
at any given average temperature without knowledge of the specific flow geometry.
Plotting I on the ordinate and driving temperature difference on the abscissa for an
arbitrary boundary layer in which the mixture is saturated everywhere (figure 3-3) shows the
extent to which mass transfer controls total entropy generation rate. For the cases considered,
mass transfer is the larger (and in some cases, dominant) source of entropy generation in a
saturated air-steam mixture undergoing simultaneous heat and mass transfer.
An air-steam mixture that is saturated throughout the boundary layer is representative
of various dehumidifiers, including those in a water-heated HDH system as well as household
dehumidifiers operating in very humid climates. Particularly in the case of an HDH dehu-
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midifier, which operates at temperatures as high as 70 C, mass transfer is the dominant
source of entropy generation.
As an example, consider a dehumidifier with saturated inlet air at 70*C and a desired
outlet of 50 C. Assuming the system's driving temperature difference falls between 5 and
15 K, moving up the chart from contour to contour, one can see that T is always much less
than unity. Further, T is less than 0.1 for a large portion of the inlet to outlet temperature
difference, indicating that mass transfer is the dominant source of entropy production. Thus,
to minimize entropy generation in such a dehumidifier, one should seek to minimize the
variance in mass transfer driving force.
In the case of an unsaturated boundary layer, mass transfer is not always dominant at
the temperatures discussed above. To show this result, plots of XF versus driving temperature
difference are again generated, where the following assumptions are made in the analysis. In
order for the mass transfer to be nonzero, the temperature of the surface on which conden-
sation occurs, Tmin, must be less than or equal to the dewpoint temperature corresponding
to the local drybulb temperature and the local humidity ratio. If no mass transfer has yet
occurred, the humidity ratio will be constant throughout the boundary layer. That is, the
condition for a nonzero net mass transfer is Tmin < Tp(77 = 0+, wo). In addition, of course,
the concentration gradient that this temperature gradient sets up must be favorable, or
Ac = Cmax - cmin > 0.
For several values of Tmax that bound most dehumidifiers, 15*C and 70 C, figure 3-4
shows the increasing effect of mass transfer as relative humidity at the location where c = cmax
is increased. Perhaps unsurprisingly, T rises rapidly to one when the moisture content of the
air is not high enough to provide significant condensation: heat transfer dominates entropy
generation. However, when the objective is to condense water, or dehumidify, it is desirable
to cool the air to a saturated state as quickly as possible, as this provides the maximum rate
of condensation. For such a unit, relative humidity will always be unity or near unity over
most of the length of the unit, and mass transfer will always be the larger, if not dominant,
source of entropy generation.
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Figure 3-4: Entropy production scaling parameter vs. driving temperature difference at
specified Tma, where cmin corresponds to the saturated concentration at the local T, and
contours indicate relative humidity at the location where c = Cmax-
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Chapter 4
Laminar boundary layer analysis
In this chapter, the equations developed in chapter 3.1 are applied directly in a laminar
boundary layer analysis. The model geometry, equations, and code validation are presented
first. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the entropy generation results obtained from
the boundary layer analysis. In this manner, (1) a rigorous definition of entropy generation
minimization through balancing for any HME is developed; (2) the fundamental science
behind balancing is elucidated, and (3) a criterion for minimum $gen is established.
4.1 Model description
Consider the case of in-tube condensation of an air-steam mixture, with geometry and cylin-
drical coordinates as defined in figure 4-1. The radial extreme of the control volume is taken
at the local interface between the vapor-gas boundary layer and the condensate film. Because
the condensate film is very thin relative to the radius R of the pipe, this boundary is set
to r = R, and is hereafter referred to simply as the wall. The coolant stream is not shown
explicitly, but flows countercurrent to the moist air stream in the surrounding annulus.
This control volume is representative of a dehumidifier in an HDH system as a conse-
quence of the high concentrations of air present in the condensing mixture. As a result of
high concentrations of noncondensable gas, the dominant resistance between the bulk coolant
and the bulk vapor-gas mixture is the vapor-gas boundary layer. Thus, the following approx-
imations can be made. The coolant convective heat transfer coefficient is large, therefore
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Figure 4-1: In-tube condenser geometry and coordinate system. The coolant (not shown)
flows countercurrent to the air-steam mixture in a surrounding annulus.
the wall temperature is near the coolant bulk temperature. Second, because a controlling
portion of resistance to transport, whether by diffusion or conduction, is in the vapor-gas
boundary layer, the entropy generated in the condensate film, tube wall, and coolant bound-
ary layer are taken to be negligible. Hence, entropy generation minimization for an HDH
dehumidifier is best approached by a thorough analysis of the mechanisms of entropy pro-
duction in the vapor-gas boundary layer. Of course, in the case of a low coolant-side heat
transfer coefficient, the aforementioned assumptions would not hold.
4.1.1 Transport equations
The appropriate boundary layer equations are now developed. The fluid velocity vector
u is assumed to be two-dimensional, with components in the axial and radial directions:
u = ue2 + vrer. As previously assumed, the mixture is composed of two ideal gases. Mixture
density is assumed to be constant in the radial direction, but varying in the axial direction.
The partial densities of each component are permitted to vary in both r and z. Mathemat-
ically, p(z) = pv(r, z) + pg(r, z). Pressure is assumed to vary only along the length of the
pipe z. Thermal diffusion (the Soret effect) and pressure diffusion are neglected so that the
diffusion vector contains only the Fickean component. Likewise, only ordinary conduction
is considered. In calculating condensation and heat transfer rates, neglecting the Soret and
Dufour effects has been shown previously [24] to be acceptable.
The conservation equations for the vapor-gas boundary layer, namely continuity, species,
momentum, and energy are, respectively:
naop On 108
- ±p - + -- (r,) = 0, (4.1)p iz Oz r or
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Ou P, 0 OPv + Pv 9 pv
pV- +- (r,) + ± +vr ,
Vz r Or Oz Or r r
Ou On dP puO/ Ou
p ±u + po- = -- + r- , (4.3)Oz Or dz r Or r)
9T OT Pk ( T4. )PUCp-+ ± PVrCp - r - + / ±cO,, - cpg). (4.4)BZ ar r iBr ar or or
Properties are assumed constant in r and are evaluated at the mean film temperature,
which varies axially. The quantity 9 is a binary diffusion coefficient for water in air, and
is evaluated using the correlation presented by Marrero and Mason [43]. The specific heat
of the mixture is a mass weighted average, c, = mVc,,, + mgcp,g. Thermophysical properties
implemented here are given by [44] and [45] for water and by [46] for air. In evaluating
the mean film temperature, a bulk temperature is required. Here, the bulk temperature is
strictly taken as an enthalpy averaged quantity:
f pucT 2wer dr ()f0 puc, 27rr dr
However, it should be noted that because mixture properties are taken as constant in the
boundary layer, neither p nor c, are functions of r, and will thereby cancel from equation
(4.5). The reader should also be aware that this temperature is not physically representative
of the adiabatic mixing temperature, as introducing a saturated mixture to an adiabatic
mixing chamber might result in condensation.
Psychrometric properties are calculated as follows. The bulk humidity ratio Wb is the
mass of vapor per unit noncondensable gas,
Wb fR u2dr (4-6)f ( p - pv)u 2,rr dr'
which is identically equal to the quotient of the bulk partial density of the vapor and the bulk
partial density of the noncondensable. To compute relative humidity, the ideal gas relation
is used in conjuction with the bulk vapor partial density:
p .RvT (4.7)
P(T)
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4.1.2 Boundary conditions
At the inlet of the tube, the velocity and temperature profiles are uniform. Inlet mixture
pressure is specified. Relative humidity at the inlet is specified, which allows partial densities
for each component to be calculated using the ideal gas relationship. Then, at z = 0:
u(r, 0) = uo, (4.8)
v,(r, 0) = 0, (4.9)
T(r, 0) = To, (4.10)
P(0) = PO, (4.11)
40P8 (To)pT(r, 0) = . (4.12)
RvTo
At all locations beyond the inlet, several boundary conditions are given at the outer
extreme of the C.V., where r = R. The interface between the vapor-gas boundary layer
and the condensate film is impenetrable to the noncondensable gas, so the net flux of the
gas component must be zero at that location. The no slip condition requires that the
axial velocity be zero at the wall, assuming that the condensate film velocity is near zero.
Because the boundary of the C.V. is at the interface of the vapor-gas boundary layer and
the condensate film, where r = R, the partial pressure of the vapor must be equal to the
saturation pressure corresponding to the local interfacial temperature. From this, the vapor
partial density may be calculated. Then, for all z > 0:
u(R, z) = 0, (4.13)
ng(R, z) = Pg,wvr + jg,w = 0, (4.14)
T(R, z) = T., .J4.15)
_P,:(T.)p,(Rz) = TW (4.16)
The wall temperature, T,(z), is obtained from an energy balance on the coolant as a
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function of its mass flow rate, using a prescribed convective heat transfer coefficient:
dT6(c) = hconvc (Tw - T,c) 27rR. (4.17)
dz
In addition, the conductive heat flux and latent heat of condensation must be absorbed by
the coolant:
- [q. + nv(R, z)hfg] = hcnv,c (T. - Tb,c) . (4.18)
To close the problem, several symmetry conditions are given at the centerline. Namely,
the axial velocity profile is smooth, the radial velocity is zero, the radial temperature profile
is smooth, and the vapor density profile is smooth. At r = 0 for all z > 0:
-- = 0 (4.19)r ,
Vr = 0, (4.20)
-= 0 (4.21)Or'
-V o. (4.22)
ar
In summary, the inputs to a given simulation are inlet temperature, pressure, relative
humidity, inlet velocity, coolant inlet bulk temperature, and the mass flow rate ratio MR.
The mass flow rate ratio is the quotient of the coolant mass flow rate to the mixture mass
flow rate:
MR (4.23)
o pu 2,rr dr rm
4.1.3 Solution method
The conservation equations, (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), (4.4), are discretized with first order backward
difference approximations. Integrals are computed using the trapezoidal rule. The resultant
set of algebraic equations is implemented in Engineering Equation Solver (EES) [47], a
simultaneous equation solver that uses an iterative routine to solve sets of coupled non-
linear algebraic and/or differential equations. Convergence of a solution is defined when two
parameters, relative residuals and change in variables, reach predefined values. A relative
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residual is the absolute value of the difference between the left hand and right hand side of an
equation divided by the magnitude of the left hand side of the equation. The term "change
in variables" refers to the difference between the value of a variable between the nth and
(n+1)th iteration. Criteria for relative residuals and change in variables are < 1.0 x 10-6 and
< 1.0 x 10-9, respectively, which are the default values in EES. Absent a solution meeting the
convergence criteria, EES ceases its solving routine when a predefined number of iterations
have been reached or a specified time has elapsed.
4.2 Model and implementation validation
To validate the present model and its numerical implementation, the results of several sim-
ulations are compared with well-known results. One heat transfer-only case is considered:
constant wall temperature boundary conditions in simultaneously developing, laminar, in-
ternal flow. The simulations are also compared to predictions from a low-rate mass transfer
approximation. A short discussion of mass transfer rate theory is warranted, as the high
concentrations of noncondensable gases inhibit condensation to such a degree that the net
mass flux of the vapor through the boundary layer is almost completely diffusive. This is in
contrast to condensation in the presence of low fractions of noncondensable gases, where the
convective motion of the mixture towards the condensate film is comparatively significant.
Though the low-rate approximation is used as a point of comparison, it should be noted that
the present model is equally applicable to situations where the mass transfer is high rate.
4.2.1 Comparison with a limiting heat transfer case
The local convective heat transfer coefficient is defined as:
_ k (&T/r)R
S Tb - TW R
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Defined in this standard way, hconv represents the sensible heat flux only, and it does not
include the enthalpy carried by the diffusing vapor. The local Nusselt number is
Nu = hconkD . (4.25)k
The local Nusselt number varies axially.
Consider a simulation of the present boundary layer with the following boundary con-
ditions: To = 70 C, 0 = 0.1, and a sufficiently high coolant capacity rate such that there
is a uniform wall temperature of T = 23 0 C. At such low values of inlet humidity, little
vapor condensation will occur. In that case, transport through the mixture boundary layer is
almost entirely heat transfer, and the results from the simulation may be compared approx-
imately to known cases of heat transfer alone. There exists a well-known series solution for
heat transfer in simultaneously developing laminar flow through a duct with circular cross
section and a constant wall temperature (see, e.g., [48]). This solution, and the results from
several numerical simulations that model the same configuration are provided as comparison
points for model validation. Figure 4-2, a plot of Nusselt number versus a dimensionless
length parameter z+ = z/(DHPe) shows good agreement between the present work and nu-
merical data from Manohar [49], Hornbeck [50], and from Hwang, as reported in [51]. The
Churchill and Ozoe [52] curve fit of the series solution, which has an associated error between
6% and 25% is also presented, showing agreement well within those error bounds. As the
flow becomes fully developed, z+ > 0.037, the Nusselt number tends to 3.66. The results
from the present model trend to within 0.6% of the analytical solution for heat transfer
alone.
4.2.2 Comparison with known cases in mass transfer rate theory
With specific boundary conditions, simulation results from the present model may be com-
pared to known cases for pure mass transfer. Mass transfer problems are often subdivided
into those termed low rate and those termed high rate. Detailed descriptions of the concepts
behind these two categories are described in detail in [53] and [54]; relevant points of each
are summarized here for context.
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Figure 4-2: A plot of Nusselt number versus dimensionless length for a low inlet relative
humidity and a constant wall temperature validates numerics of the present work.
Distinguishing between high- and low-rate mass transfer problems is simplest in terms of
the net mass flux of the species,
ni = piu +ji. (4.26)
The first term on the right hand side of equation (4.26) represents the convective mass flux
of species i; in high-rate mass transfer, this term dominates. In a low-rate mass transfer
problem, the second term on the right hand side, the diffusive term, dominates. Because the
low-rate model requires that the mass transfer is primarily diffusive, the three conservation
equations, species, momentum, and energy, may be solved neglecting the terms that couple
the three. Then, the similarity between each equation becomes readily apparent. The
Sherwood number is a dimensionless mass transfer coefficient, defined as
Sh = hmsDH (4.27)
The mass transfer coefficient is the quotient of the diffusional mass flux crossing the C.V.
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boundary and the driving partial density difference, or
hmAss =i'W (4.28)
Due to the similarity in the resulting forms of the energy and species equations, it can be
seen that in the low-rate approximation, for fully developed, laminar, internal flow, Nu = Sh.
At high relative humidities and temperatures approaching that of vapor saturation at
the prescribed pressure (in this case, atmospheric), the concentration of water vapor is
high, and that of the noncondensable is low. In that situation, the process would be more
representative of the widely-studied problem of pure steam condensation in the presence of a
low concentration of noncondensable gas; this is a high-rate mass transfer problem. However,
when the noncondensable fraction is high, the net mass flux of vapor is primarily diffusive,
and the problem may be solved with reasonable accuracy using the low-rate approximation.
Evaluation of the mass transfer driving force provides an estimate for the upper limit
of the low-rate approximation, given by [53] for one species i exiting the control volume
boundary as:
Bm = ' " ;< 0.2. (4.29)
1 - me
For the present problem of an air-steam mixture, an upper bound for Bm occurs when the
mixture just begins to condense, mv,b is at a maximum, and mvw ~ 0. Then, equation
(4.29) reduces to simply m,,b. Thus, the low-rate approximation breaks down when the
bulk mixture is saturated, has a temperature greater than about 69 C, and the surface on
which condensation occurs is cold and dry, so that mvw = 0. All of the simulations here are
within this upper bound, indicating the low-rate approximation is applicable for validation
of the model. The departure from Sh = Nu is in part a measure of how good the low-rate
approximation is for a given simulation.
Consider the same boundary conditions as given for the heat transfer only case, except
with a relative humidity at the inlet of 1 instead of 0.1. Then, the transport through the
boundary layer is no longer primarily heat transfer, and the problem is one of simultaneous
heat and mass transfer. Figures 4-3a and 4-3b compare Nu and Sh over the length of the tube
for two cases: a high and low inlet temperature, and thus high and low vapor mass fractions.
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In both cases, the mass flow rate ratio is high, so that the model's wall temperature is held
at a constant T. = 15 *C. As expected, the greatest discrepancy between Nu and Sh is in the
developing region of the high inlet temperature simulation, where Bm is greatest. Clearly,
the results given in the present subsection display consistency with accepted solutions to
bounding problems.
4.3 Boundary layer model results
Results showing entropy generation rate distribution due to heat and mass transfer in the
boundary layer are now discussed. To do so, several parameters are defined. First, a local
entropy generation rate, or entropy production rate per unit tube length, is evaluated by
integrating equation (3.16) over the cross-section defined in figure 4-1:
. R R [k (&T\ 2  p2R9 Op \
S; = '" 2irr dr -- + -- 27rr dr. (4.30)
g~en 0gen0 2 r MMp pc r
If the integrand is subdivided into entropy generation rate due to heat transfer and that due
to mass transfer, entropy production rate per unit tube length due to either phenomenon
may be calculated using a similar integration. These two quantities are denoted as 5gen,HT
and Sen,MT, respectively. Total entropy generation rate for a given configuration is
LR
5gen = 1 'A, 27rr dr dz. (4.31)
00
Owing to small variabilities in the numerical implementation, global values of Sgen are com-
puted to an accuracy of about 5%.
4.3.1 Balancing and the uniform entropy generation rate
Figure 4-4 is a plot of local entropy generation rate versus axial position z/L for several MR.
For each value of MR, the inlet and outlet air temperatures are fixed; in this case, To = 40 *C,
<0 = 1, and the outlet temperature is 10 *C. (These values are more representative of a
temperature range encountered in an HVAC system than HDH.) In this manner, the total
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Figure 4-3: Nu and Sh versus length for low (a) and high (b) inlet temperatures and vapor
fractions. In both bounding cases, Nu and Sh parallel one another outside the region where
developing flow effects are significant.
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Figure 4-4: Minimizing the variance in local entropy generation rate leads to a global min-
imum in entropy production rate: curves with the most even distribution of S'e. have the
smallest area under the curve. The solid curve indicates the lowest total entropy production
rate.
heat transfer and condensation rates are identical for each curve. Then, by equation (4.31),
the total entropy generation rate for a given mass flow rate ratio is the area under each
curve. As the distribution of local entropy generation rate over the tube length becomes
more even, the corresponding area under that curve is smaller. This is a verification of
the theorem of equipartition of entropy production. For a given heat transfer and diffusion
rate, the configuration that results in the lowest entropy generation rate is the one in which
the spatial distribution of entropy generation rate is most uniform. Mathematically, this is
evaluated by considering the variance in S' about a mean value; as this variance approaches
a minimum, so does the total entropy generation rate $gen of the system.
The uniform entropy generation rate criteria for minimum entropy generation rate is
quite general, and holds irrespective of inlet humidity and temperature. For example, figure
4-5 shows a set of curves corresponding to an inlet temperature of To = 70*C, 0 = 1, and
an outlet temperature of 40 *C. Although the MR that corresponds to the lowest $gen is not
the same, the trend is qualitatively similar; minimum area under the curve corresponds with
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Figure 4-5: Minimizing the variance in local entropy generation rate leads to a global min-
imum in entropy production rate: curves with the most even distribution of S' have the
smallest area under the curve. The solid curve indicates the lowest total entropy production
rate.
minimum variance of the curve about its mean value.
In figures 4-4 and 4-5, the air inlet and outlet temperatures are fixed. Several combi-
nations of mass flow rate ratio and coolant inlet temperature have then been selected to
maintain those air inlet and outlet temperatures, and thus the total heat transfer and diffu-
sion rates. Because the mass flow rate ratio, and thus the enthalpy rate of the coolant, has
been varied, figures 4-4 and 4-5 and the concept of a uniform entropy generation rate can
also be used to explain the concept of balancing from an entropic perspective.
Consider a counterflow tube-in-tube heat exchanger. In such a heat exchanger, it is
known that a uniform driving AT = Tb - T. along the length of the unit leads to a min-
imum in entropy generation rate for a pair of inlet temperatures and a specified effective-
ness. This uniform AT is a consequence of balanced capacity rates in each stream, i.e.,
(frc)min/(iicp)ma = 1 [17]. This is because the mass flow rate controls the bulk tempera-
ture response of a given stream to a given heat transfer, and thus affects the distribution of
driving temperature difference AT along the length of the tube. The distribution of driving
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temperature difference is what controls the local distribution of entropy generation rate,
and by the theorem of minimal dissipation, the deviation from the minimum global entropy
generation rate for the system. Prom an entropic perspective, therefore, balancing a heat
exchanger is fundamentally a manipulation of the capacity rate of a stream to achieve a
uniform rate of entropy production. This also implies that, from an entropic perspective, a
flow imbalance, or remanent irreversibility, is nothing other than entropy that is generated
due to inequalities in the distribution of the entropy production rate over a finite volume.
For a heat and mass exchanger, however, Th and c, both change as the vapor condenses out
of the air stream, and ich, does not fully represent the relationship of stream enthalpy rates
or heat exchange to temperature and humidity. As a result, (ThCp)min/(ICp)max = 1 does not
represent a balanced HME. The alternative concept of a uniform entropy generation rate
provides a framework to understand balancing that is considerably more general. That is, if
balancing is instead viewed in terms of minimizing the variance in local entropy generation
rate, one needs only to understand the dominant sources of entropy generation in any heat
and mass exchanger to design for a minimum entropy production rate.
Further, if the configuration that results in the lowest entropy production for any arbitrary
diffusion rate and heat transfer rate is the one in which entropy production is most evenly
distributed in space, this configuration will be the one that results in the lowest 5gen per
unit water produced-the normalized entropy generation rate for a desalination system. This
conclusion is quite general, and has been found to be valid irrespective of inlet temperature
or vapor fraction.
4.3.2 Prediction of the uniform entropy generation rate
The previous subsection established that varying the mass flow rate ratio (or, balancing) is
an effective method to create an even entropy generation rate per unit tube length, and thus
minimize entropy production rate for the system. However, correlating MR to local entropy
production rates at any location in an arbitrary system requires complete knowledge of
the temperature and concentration profiles; this is impractical in most engineering design
applications. Thus, a criterion that is more easily calculable that approximates the uniform
entropy generation rate is desired. An inspection of equation (3.16) shows the similarity
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between the expressions for entropy generation rate due to heat transfer across a finite
temperature difference and diffusion across a finite concentration difference and it suggests
that if a uniform driving temperature difference minimizes entropy generation due to heat
transfer, a uniform driving concentration difference will minimize entropy generation due to
diffusion.
For example, figure 4-6a shows S' versus z/L, broken down by causal transport process-gen
heat transfer (HT) and mass transfer (MT)-for a relatively low inlet temperature (To =
35 *C). In this case, the particular value of MR has resulted in temperature profile similar
to a balanced counterflow heat exchanger, as shown in figure 4-6b; the driving AT is fairly
constant along the length of the tube, and, with the exception of a small region near the inlet,
the rate of entropy generation due to heat transfer is also spatially uniform. Minimizing the
variance in driving temperature difference is thus a good predictor of a minimum variance in
entropy generation due to heat transfer. Because temperature and vapor concentration are
not linearly related, however, the driving concentration difference Ap, = Pv,b - Pv,, shown in
figure 4-6c, is not constant in space. The result is a highly nonlinear distribution of entropy
generation due to mass transfer, as seen on figure 4-6a. Further, because diffusion plays a
significant role, even at low temperatures, this configuration is not one that minimizes total
entropy generation rate.
Clearly, although uniform heat and mass transfer driving forces are desirable, it is impos-
sible to achieve both without the ability to alter MR independently at every z. At the high
inlet temperatures and vapor fractions encountered in HDH systems, however, mass transfer
plays a much more significant role in entropy generation than does heat transfer. Figure 4-7
shows the entropy generation, temperature, and concentration profiles of such a system; the
shape of the mass transfer entropy production curve clearly controls the shape of the sum
of the HT and MT curves. (These curves correspond to the dotted line in figure 4-5). Then,
minimizing the variance in driving concentration difference is a good approximation for the
minimum entropy generation rate, provided that the resultant temperature profile is not so
unbalanced that entropy generation due to heat transfer becomes significant.
The minimum entropy generation rate correlates well with minimum variance in concen-
tration driving difference, particularly in saturated mixtures with temperatures above about
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Figure 4-6: Entropy generation, temperature, and concentration profiles in a temperature-
balanced system with low inlet vapor fraction.
50 *C, which encompasses much of the range of operation of HDH systems. This result can
be attributed to the following two factors: (1) Minimum entropy generation due to diffusion
results from a uniform driving concentration difference; (2) Diffusion is the largest, and of-
ten dominant, source of entropy production in an HDH dehumidifier, so minimizing entropy
generation due to diffusion corresponds well to minimizing total entropy generation. This is
a key distinction between mechanisms of entropy generation in condensers in HDH systems
and those in HVAC systems, which operate at significantly lower temperatures and vapor
fractions.
The limit of applicability of the uniform driving Ap, as an entropy generation minimiza-
tion criterion is largely set by the inlet vapor mass fraction. In psychrometric terms, the
vapor content of a moist air mixture can be expressed with two parameters: the temperature
and a measure of humidity-typically either relative humidity or humidity ratio. It is found
that at high temperatures, the relative dominance of diffusion to total entropy production
is less sensitive to inlet relative humidity. Take, for example, two cases with To = 80*C and
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Figure 4-7: Entropy generation, temperature, and concentration profiles in a balanced system
with high inlet vapor fraction.
inlet relative humidity of 1 and 0.2. Even at a low relative humidity, entropy generation
due to mass transfer is quite large. In contrast, at low inlet temperatures, the relative dom-
inance of diffusion to total entropy generation rate is significantly more sensitive to relative
humidity.
Inlet relative humidity is a poor indicator of vapor content in moist air condensers that
operate over large temperature ranges. In comparison to HVAC systems, the high mixture
temperature is high enough to allow for high mass fractions of vapor even at low relative
humidities, and in evaluating relative rates of entropy generation, it is the mass fraction (or
concentration) of the vapor at the inlet that is important. Thus, the humidity ratio is more
predictive of the dominance of entropy generation due to mass transfer.
Thus far, discussion has been restricted to a consideration of flows that are thermally and
hydraulically fully developed for a majority of the length of the tube. The effect of varying
heat and mass transfer coefficients on the prediction of the uniform entropy generation
rate is now considered. Several simulations were performed in which the flow was neither
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Figure 4-8: Entropy generation profile for a constant driving Apv in the fully developed
region.
hydraulically nor thermally fully developed for a majority of the length. In these cases,
minimum entropy generation rate still corresponded well with minimum variance in local
entropy generation rate. However, the simulations were not characterized by a constant
driving temperature or concentration difference. For example, compare figures 4-8 and 4-
9. In figure 4-8, as the flow reaches the fully developed condition, the driving potentials
become approximately constant in space, and the spatial distribution of entropy generation
rate becomes flat. This is in contrast to figure 4-9, in which the rate of entropy generation
increases noticeably as the flow becomes fully developed. Perhaps counterintuitively, the
configuration with nonuniform driving Ap, (shown in figure 4-9) results in the lower overall
Sgen.
The discrepancy resulting from varying heat and mass transfer coefficients is because the
spatial variance in the driving force is greater in the presence of developing boundary layers.
The final key factor that distinguishes balancing in moist air condensers from that in
pure heat exchangers is the effect of saturation line curvature on a stream's enthalpy rate.
When vapor fractions are high, it has been shown that without the ability to change the MR
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at every z, a perfectly uniform distribution of S'se is difficult to achieve; the variance may
be minimized, but there still exists curvature in the plots of $gen versus z/L. Further, the
curvature is visually greater at higher temperatures (compare the dashed curves in figures
4-4 and 4-5). This is a result of the exponential nature of the saturation curve.
As a conceptual example, consider an arbitrary position z in the tube; if the bulk is
saturated and condensation occurs, both the wall and bulk states are saturated, and these
may be plotted on the saturation curve, as shown in figure 4-10. At another location z + Az,
the change in position of both of these points is entirely determined by the enthalpy rate
of the stream and the transport coefficients. At the low end of the saturation curve, the
difference in curvature between the wall and bulk states is smaller than at the higher end,
and thus a condenser operating at these temperatures is more easily balanced. Further, if
the heat transfer coefficients are such that the driving AT and Apv are small, both points
on figure 4-10 will experience locally similar curvatures, and the axial concentration and
temperature slopes at the wall and in the bulk will tend not to diverge.
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Figure 4-10: The exponential variation of saturated vapor concentration with temperature
means that the bulk and wall states experience locally different curvatures, leading to inher-
ent inequalities in the distribution of entropy generation rate.
4.3.3 Summary of entropy generation results
As discussed previously, a particular set of curves such as those shown in figure 4-6a was
obtained by selecting fixing an air inlet and outlet temperature, and then varying the coolant
inlet temperature and mass flow rate. In this manner, a single set of data represents a single
overall heat transfer and condensation rate, and dimensional values of entropy generation
rate may be compared to identify a minimum. However, without normalization, entropy
generation rates may not be compared between sets of data. As detailed in section 4.3.1,
because neither the mixture mass flow rate nor its specific heat are constant, the product of
mass flow rate and specific heat is not an appropriate normalization parameter for entropy
generation. Thus, in order to compare entropy generation rates between sets, a normalized
total entropy generation rate is defined as
_ + Sgen,i - gen,min,i
S §gen,max,i 
- Sgen,min,i'
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where the subscript i indicates that the minimum and maximum entropy generation rates are
local to a single overall heat transfer and condensation rate; i.e., the minimum and maximum
values of Sge, for a given inlet and outlet air temperature and vapor fraction. Normalized
standard deviation (the square root of the variance) in entropy generation rate per unit tube
length is defined in a similar manner, viz.:
+ L(Sgen,i) - [($geni)] mi (433)
[a (Seni) - [O(Sen,)]i
Plotting equation (4.32) on the ordinate and (4.33) on the abscissa for several inlet to
outlet temperature ranges and MR, as shown in figure 4-11, provides a succinct verification
of the optimality criterion originally proposed by Tondeur and Kvaalen [34]. (The data
range from a high inlet temperature of 70*C to a low outlet temperature of 10*C.) As
the distribution of $' becomes more uniform, overall 5gen decreases, irrespective of inletthe dstriutio of gen 71gndcess
conditions and variation in heat and mass transfer coefficients.
Defining a normalized standard deviation in driving temperature difference in a manner
analogous to that for local entropy generation rate, (4.33), allows total entropy generation
rate to be compared to local variations in driving temperature difference. It can be seen in
figure 4-12 that a constant driving temperature difference does not always correspond to a
minimum entropy generation rate, as would be the case, approximately, in a heat exchanger.
A plot of entropy generation rate versus a normalized standard deviation in driving partial
density difference in figure 4-13, however, displays a more similar correlation to figure 4-
11. The minimum entropy generation rate corresponds better with the minimum in driving
partial density difference because the entropy generation rate is largely controlled by diffusion
at the configurations presented.
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4.4 Comparison of b.l. results with control volume meth-
ods of heat and mass exchanger entropy generation
minimization
As discussed previously, in a heat exchanger, when the capacity rate ratio (the ratio of
minimum to maximum mc,) is unity, entropy generation is minimized. However, because
the product mhc, is neither the total derivative dk/dT nor constant for an HME, Narayan et
al. [17] have proposed a modified heat capacity rate ratio. The modified heat capacity rate
ratio HCR, is defined as the ratio of maximum enthalpy rate of the cold stream to that of
the hot stream:
AHma,
HCR = AHmax,C (4.34)
Aftmax,H
Proceeding in a fashion analogous to the balanced counterflow heat exchanger, those authors
have shown analytically that for fixed inlet temperatures and effectiveness, normalized en-
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1
tropy generation for the HME is minimized when HCR is one. In the case of a condenser,
the expression for HCR is
HCR = rhec,,c(T - T,c,in) (4.35)
rh(hb,in - hidea) - n 2wrR dz
where the superscript ideal indicates that that particular enthalpy should be evaluated at
the coolant inlet temperature. The maximum change in enthalpy rate is essentially defined
by a temperature pinch; the lowest outlet temperature the air can reach is the coolant
inlet temperature. Likewise, the highest temperature the water can reach is the air inlet
temperature.
Using equation (4.35), HCR can easily be calculated for the present configurations. It
was found that the configurations that resulted in the most even distributions of S'en also
yielded an HCR of approximately unity. Referring again to figures 4-4 and 4-5, it can be seen
that the value of HCR closest to one corresponds with the most even spatial distribution of
Sgen. An HCR of approximately one is consistent with the uniform entropy generation rate
criterion for minimum global entropy generation rate.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this thesis, several models and methods of understanding mechanisms and quantities
of entropy generation in heat and mass exchangers have been examined with the aim of
providing a set of criteria useful in engineering analyses for designing toward a minimum
entropy production rate. This chapter first reviews the significant conclusions reached in the
present analyses, and then concludes with a brief discussion of future work and goals for the
project.
5.1 Major conclusions
Through an examination of control volume methods of entropy generation minimization,
it was shown that the criteria for a balanced heat exchanger are insufficient to define a
balanced heat and mass exchanger. That is, the traditional capacity rate ratio is not a useful
parameter in defining a entropy generation minimization in an HME. The inadequacies of
control volume methods for understanding how entropy is produced, and why balancing leads
to a minimum entropy generation rate was also elucidated. As a result, a more complex and
general model was introduced.
The more complex boundary layer model provided considerably more information about
the transport processes that generate entropy. Though the boundary layer model is quite
general, and can be employed in the analysis of any two-component ideal mixture with one
condensing species, the example of a steam condenser with high fractions of noncondensable
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gas was chosen because of its current relevance in humidification-dehumidification desalina-
tion systems. Through the boundary layer analysis, the following major conclusions have
been demonstrated.
From an entropic perspective, balancing for any heat and mass exchanger is fundamen-
tally the manipulation of (1) the enthalpy rate of a stream and (2) the heat and mass transfer
coefficients of a stream in order to create a spatially even distribution of entropy generation
rate. Thus, so-called remnant irreversibilities, or irreversibilities due to flow imbalances, are
nothing other than inequalities in the distribution of local entropy production rate. The
occurrence of these irreversibilities is a direct result of the functional form of the equation
for local rates of entropy generation.
For any set of dehumidifiers of a given heat transfer rate, condensation rate, and size,
entropy generation approaches a minimum when the entropy generation rate approaches
uniformity in space, or when the variance in the entropy generation rate is minimized. This
is a verification of the theorem of equipartition of entropy production (EoEP).
For any set of dehumidifiers of a given heat transfer rate, condensation rate, and size,
the entropy generation due to heat transfer approaches an approximate minimum when the
variance in driving temperature difference is minimized. Likewise, entropy generation due
to diffusion approaches an approximate minimum when the variance in driving vapor partial
density (or concentration) difference is minimized. However, a configuration that minimizes
both simultaneously is unachievable except in the case of very small heat and mass transfer
driving forces.
For many practical condensers with high fractions of noncondensable gas, the coolant
thermal resistance and bulk-to-wall temperature difference is low, and the dominant source
of entropy generation is in the vapor-gas boundary layer. This result means that any attempt
at entropy generation minimization should be focused on the vapor-gas boundary layer.
Further, it has been shown that for an air-steam mixture, the physical mechanism that has
the largest relative contribution to entropy generation is diffusion.
As a result of the conclusions outlined in the three paragraphs above, a good approxi-
mation for the configuration that minimizes entropy generation rate in condensers with high
concentrations of noncondensable gases is a constant driving concentration difference.
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At lower temperatures and low driving values of heat and mass transfer driving forces,
temperature- and diffusion-balanced configurations have fairly insignificant differences in
total entropy generation rate. This is due to the exponential curvature of the vapor pressure
line.
When developing flow effects are significant, or spatial variations in heat and mass trans-
fer coefficients are significant, minimizing the variance in driving concentration difference
corresponds to the minimum entropy production rate, but it does not correspond to a con-
stant value of driving concentration difference.
5.2 Future work
First and foremost, the conclusions presented here would benefit greatly from experimental
validation. In particular, it is desirable to obtain measurements of temperature and con-
centration profiles for a dehumidifier of fixed size, heat transfer rate, and condensation rate,
and several values of mass flow rate ratio. For each value of mass flow rate ratio, appropri-
ate parameters quantifying the distribution of driving forces could then be correlated with
overall entropy generation rate and compared with the plots shown in chapter 4.
At several points in this work, the importance of a continuously variable mass flow rate
ratio in creating an even distribution of local entropy generation rate was discussed. Though
a continuously variable mass flow rate ratio is difficult to achieve in practice, it has been
proposed to employ discrete extractions or injections of coolant or moist air as a method of
balancing HDH systems. Recent literature [55-57] have shown significant increases in GOR
from a single extraction or injection. Implementing mass extractions or injections in the
present model could provide additional insight into these performance gains.
Several additional, perhaps more minor points that could be addressed are as follows.
Here, it has been assumed that the entropy generation in the coolant is negligible compared
to that in the vapor/gas mixture. Certain condenser designs may invalidate this assumption.
As a result, it may be useful to investigate the effect of non-negligible entropy generation
in the coolant on the mass-transfer balanced optimality criterion. Here, the coolant stream
is modeled as pure water. In real HDH systems, the coolant will be seawater; the use of
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seawater properties could be employed. Finally, the discussion here has been restricted in
large part to application in humidification-dehumidification desalination systems. However,
the model and methods presented here are general enough to be applied to similar systems,
such as cooling towers, where the presence of high concentrations of noncondensable gases
may have a significant effect on entropy generation.
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Appendix A
EES Code
This appendix contains the code used in chapter 4 of this thesis.
"================ SUBPROGRAMS================"
FUNCTION OMEGA(P, T, omegai)
IF (omegai <= HumRat(AirH20, P=P, T=T, r=1)) THEN
OMEGA:= omegai
ELSE
OMEGA:= HumRat(AirH20, P=P, T=T, r=1)
ENDIF
END
"================BEGIN INPUTS================"
"= == == == == ==GE OMET RY--================- "
R = 0.01 "Tube radius"
D_h = 2*R "Tube diameter"
A-c = PI*R^2 "Tube cross-sectional area"
L = 2.5 "Tube length"
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"================DISCRETIZATION PARAMETERS================"
N =40
M =50
dr = R/N
dz = L/M
-== INLET CONDITIONS================"
u_in = 1 [m/s] "Inlet velocity"
T_in = 343 [K] "Inlet temperature"
RHi = 1 [-] "Inlet relative humidity"
P[0] = 1.013E5 [Pa] "Inlet mixture pressure"
"================COOLANT CONDITIONS================"
h_convc = 2000
m_dotc = .00087
c-p-c = Cp(Water, T=300, P=101.3E3)
T-bc[M] = 305.8
h_convc*(T-bc[0]-T[N,0])=-(qw[0]+n1w[0]*h-fg[0])
dTbcdz[0] = h_convc*(Tbc[]-T[N,])*PI*D_h/(m-dot-c*c-p-c)
dTbcdz[O] = (T-bc[O]-T-bc[-1])/dz
Duplicate j = 1,M
h_conv-c*(T-bc[j]-T[N,j])=-(qw[j]+n-w[j]*h-fg[j])
dTbcdz[j] = h-conv-c*(T-bc[j]-T[N,j])*PI*D-h/(m-dot-c*c-p-c)
dTbcdz[j] = (T-bc[j]-T-bc[j-1])/dz
End
MR = mdot-c/m-dot_i
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"================BEGIN CALCULATIONS================"
"================CONSTANT PROPERTIES================"
M_v = MolarMass(Water)
M-g = MolarMass(Air)
R_u = R#
R_v = R-u/M_v
R-g = R-u/M-g
"================INLET PROFILE DEFINITIONS================"
Duplicate i=O,N
u[i,O] = u_in
v[i,0]=0
rho-v[i,0] = RHi*P-sat(SteamIAPWS, T=T[i,0])/(R-v*T[i,0])
End
Duplicate i = 0, N-1
T[i,0]=T-in
End
rho[0] = rho_v[0,0]+rho-g-b[0]
rho-g-b[0] = (P[O]-RHi*P-sat(SteamIAPWS, T=T[0,0]))/(R-g*T[0,0])
-================MESH DEFINITIONS================"
r[0] = 0
Duplicate i = 1,N
r[i] = r[i-1]+dr
End
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z [01 =0
Duplicate j = 1,M
z[j] = z[j-1]+dz
End
"==PROPERTY DEFINITIONS, DIMENSIONLESS GROUPS (ALL FN(Z))=="
Duplicate j = 0, M
T-f[j] = 0.5*(T-b[j]+T[N,j])
c-p-v[j] = Cp(SteamIAPWS, T=T-f[j], x=1)
c-p-g[j] = Cp(Air, T=TLf[j])
c-p[j] = (1-rho-v-b[j]/rho[j])*cp.g[j] + rho.vb[j]/rho[j]*cp.v[j]
k[j] = Conductivity(AirH20, T=T-f[j], P=P[0], w=omega-f[j])
D-vg[j] = 1.87E-10*(T-f[j])^2.072/(P[j]*Convert(Pa, atm))
h.fg(j] = Enthalpy(SteamIAPWS, T=T[N,j], x=1)- Enthalpy(SteamIAPWS
, T=T[N,j], x=0)
v-fg[j] = Volume(SteamIAPWS, T=T[N,j], x=1)- Volume(SteamIAPWS, T=
T[N,j], x=0)
mu[j] = Viscosity(AirH20, T=T-f[j], P=P[0], w=omega.f[j])
Pr[j] = mu[jl*c-p[j]/k[j]
Re[j] = rho[j]*uav[j]*2*R/mu[j]
omega-av[j] = rhov.b[j]/rhog-b[j]
omegaf[j] = OMEGA(P[j], T-b[j], omega-av[j])
End
Duplicate j = 1,M
rho[j] = rho_v_b[j]+rho.g-b[j]
rho-g-b[j] = (P[j]-rhov.b[j]*R-v*T-b[j])/(R-g*T-b[j])
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-================BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, GIVENS================"
(rho[j]-rhov[N,j
v[0,j] = 0
((u[0,j] -u[0-1,j]
u[N,jl = 0
((T[Oj]-T[0-1,j]
((T[N,j]-T[N,j-1]
T_w[j] = T[N,j]
])*v[N,j]=-D-vg[j]*((rho-v[N,j]-rho-v[N-1,j])/dr)
)/dr) = 0
)/dr)=O
)/dz) = dTdz-w[j]
((rho-v[0,j]-rho-v[0-1,j])/dr) = 0
rho-v[N,j]
rho-v-w[j]
= Psat(SteamIAPWS,
= rhov[N,j]
T=T[N,j] )/(Rv*T[N,j])
End
Duplicate j = 1,M
Duplicate i = 1,N
"==============CONSERVATION EQUATIONS================"
"Continuity equation"
u[i,j]*((rho[j]-rho[j-1])/dz) + rho[j]*((u[i,j]-u[i,j-1] )/dz) + rho[
j]*v[i,j]/r[i]+ rho[j]*((v[i,j]-v[i-1,j])/dr) = 0
"Species equation"
rho-v[i,j]*((u[i,j]-u[i,j-1])/dz)+rho-v[i,j]/r[i]*(v[i,j]+r[i]*((v
[i,j]-v[i-1,j])/dr))+ui,j]*((rho-v[i,j]-rho_v[i,j-1])/dz) + v[
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i,j]*((rho-v[i,j]-rho-v[i-1,j])/dr) = D-vg[j]/r[i]*(r[i]*((
rho_v[i,j]-2*rho_v[i-1,j]+rho-v[i-2,j])/dr^2)+((rho-v[i,j]-
rho_v[i-1,jJ)/dr))
"Momentum equation"
rho [j]*u[i,j]*((u[i ,j]-u[i,j-1 ])/dz)+rho [j]*v[i,j*((u[i ,j]-u[i-1,
j])/dr) = - ((P[j]-P[j-1])/dz)+mu[j]/r[i]*((u[i,j]-u[i-1,j])/dr
)+mu[j]*((u[i,j]-2*u[i-1,j]+u[i-2,j])/dr^2)
"Energy equation"
rho [j]*cp [j] *(u[i ,j] *((T[i,j]-T[i,j-1]) /dz)+v[i ,j] *((T[i ,j] -T[i
-i,j])/dr)) = k[j]/r[i]*((T[i,j]-T[i-1,j])/dr)+k[j]*((T[i,j]-2*
T[i-1,j]+T[i-2,j])/dr^2)+D-vg[j]*((rho-v[i,j]-rho-v[i-1,j])/dr)
*((T[i,j]-T[i-,j])/dr)*(c-p-v[j]-c-p-g[j])
End
End
-================TRANSPORT CALCULATED RESULTS================",
Q = 2*PI*R*(z[M]-z[l])*((q-w[l])+2*SUM(q-w[k],k=2,M-I)+(q-w[M]))
/(2*(M-1))
J_d = 2*PI*R*(z[M]-z[])*((j-w[l])+2*SUM(j-w[k],k=2,M-1)+(j-w[M]))
/(2*(M-1))
m_dotd = 2*PI*R*(z[M]-z[l])*((n-w[L])+2*SUM(nUw[k],k=2,M-i)+(n-w[M
]))/(2*(M-1))
m_doto = rho[M]*Ac*uav[M]
m_doti = rho[1]*Ac*u-av[l]
Duplicate j = O,M
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u-avl = I/A-c*R*((u[O,j]*2*PI*r[O])+2*SUM(u~k,j]*2*PI*r~k],k=I,N
-1) +(u EN, j]*2*PI*r EN])) /(2*N)
T-bl = 1/(A..c*u.av~j)*R*((uO,j]*TO,jJ*2*PI*r EO])+2*SUM(u~k,j]*T
Ek,j)*2*PI*r~k] ,k=1,N-1)+(uEN,j]*TEN,jJ*2*PI*rEN))/(2*N)
rho..v..b~j] = 1/(u..av~j]*A...c)*R*((rho-.vO,j*[O,j]*2*PI*rEO ) +2*SUM(
rho.v~k,jJ*u~k,j]*2*PI*r~k] ,k=1 ,N-i)+(rho..vEN,j]*uEN,j]*2*PI*rEN
] ))/(2*N)
q..w~j] = -k~j]*((TEN,j]-TEN-1 ,j]) /(dr))
DELTAT~jI = T-b~j]-T[N,j]
h-conv~j] = q...w~j]/DELTAT~j]
Nusselt~ji = h-convj]*D-ji/k~j]
j-w[j] =-D-.vgtj]*((rho..v[N,j]-rho.v [N-i ,j] )/dr)
n-w~j) rho-.v[N,j]*v[N,j)+j..w[j]
DELTArho Ej] = rho..v-b [j]-rho.v [N, j)
h-mass Ej] = j.w~j]/DELTArho~j]
Sherwood Ej] = h..mass Eji*D...h/D..vg Ej)
End
SI========THERMODYNAMIC RESULTS==----------------
Duplicate j = 1,M
h-m-.b U] = T...b ji/rho Ej)*(rho-.v..b Ej]*c-p-v j]+rho-g-b Ej *c.p-g j])
h-m..w~j] = T-b[j/rho~j*(rho.v.wj*c.p..v~j]+(rho Ej]-rho-.vw~j])*
DELTAh-m~j] = h-mb[j]-h-m-w~j]
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Sc-gen-HT [ji = k[j]*R*C(((T [0,j] -T[0-i ,j])/dr) -2/T E0,j] '2*2*PI*r 10])
+2*SUM(((T[k,j]-T~k-i,j])/dr)-2/T~k,j] '2*2*PI*rlk] ,k=l,N-1)+(C(T[
N,j]-T[N-I,j])/dr)-2/T[N,j]-2*2*PI*r[N]))/(2*N)
S'-gen.MT~j] = rho[j]-2*Dvg~j]*Ru/(M-v*M-g*(P~j]/(R-u*T-f~j])))*R
*((0-2/(rho..v (0,j) *(rho j] -rho..v [0,j)) )*2*PI*r[O0]) +2*SUM(((rho-v[I
k,j]-rho..v k-l,j] )/dr) 2/(rho.vk,j] *(rhoj] -rhov k,j] ) )*2*PI*r[
k],k=l,N-I)+(((rho-vN,j]-rho.vN-,j)/dr)-2/(rho-.v[N,j]*(rho~j
] -rho..v N,j]))*2*PI*r EN])) /(2*N)
S'...genlj] = SC..gen-.HTj]+S...gen..MT[j]
PSI~jI = S'-gen-HT~j]/Sc...gen~j]
End
S...gen-HT = (z[M]-zLi]) *((S'-.gen-HT I]) +2*SUM(S'-..genHT 1k),k=2 ,M-i) +(
SC-gen-HT[M))/C2*(M-i))
S-gen-MT = (z [M] -z [1]) *((Sc-genMT [1])+2* SUM (Sc-genMT[k] ,k=2, M-i) +
SC .. genJ4T EM]) /(2* CM-i))
S-gen =S..gen-HT+S-gen.MT
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